A commercially available device suppresses photic driving: implications for EEG recording.
Intermittent photic stimulation (IPS) is an activation procedure routinely performed during EEG. The EEG response may consist in physiological photic driving (PPD) or in photoparoxysmal response (PPR). Sometimes, the distinction between PPR and PPD can be challenging, especially in case of PPR limited to posterior regions (Waltz type 1 or 2). A commercially available device, namely Zeiss Clarlet F133 lenses (ZEISS lenses), can suppress PPR, while its influence on PPD is still unknown. This study aims to test the effect of ZEISS lenses on PPD at different flash frequencies. We prospectively collected all consecutive EEGs showing PPD to IPS, performed both with eyes open and closed at stimulation frequencies between 3 and 24 Hz. When PPD was present, IPS with ZEISS lenses was performed. We analyzed the presence of PPD without and with lenses by means of McNemar's test We included 97 EEGs showing PPD. This response was more commonly obtained at flash frequencies between 6 and 12 Hz. The use of ZEISS lenses significantly decreased the proportion of subjects showing PPD at each frequency (p < 0.001 for all comparisons). ZEISS lenses significantly reduce the proportion of subjects showing PPD at all stimulus frequencies, regardless of eye opening or closure. Physicians should consider that ZEISS lenses do not allow distinction between PPD and PPR. The effect of ZEISS lenses on PPR and on PPD suppression suggests that these two phenomena derive from similar mechanisms involving the entrainment of neural oscillators within the visual cortex.